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Let G be an elementary abelian group of order I’, where I is an odd prime. The 
order of the “odd part” of the class group CI(ZG) of the integral group ring ZG is 
shown to be the “odd part” of the index of a Stickelberger ideal in the group ring 
EC, where Cz(IF,Jx. Analogous results are obtained for elementary abelian 2- 
groups. For k = 1, this coincides with Iwasawa’s class number formula for the 
cyclotomic field Cl@,). The Stickelberger ideal is a relative of one introduced by 
Kubert and Lang based on a Cartan subgroup C(N) of G/#/N). 
INTRODUCTION 
As a Galois module, the ideal class group of a cyclotomic field is 
annihilated by certain elements-the Stickelberger relations-of the integral 
Galois group ring [ 14). This fact took on new importance with Iwasawa’s 
reformulation [4] (note also [ 131) of the classical formula for the tirst factor 
of the class number in terms of the “odd part” of the index of the ideal of 
Stickelberger relations and his reinterpretation [5] of the Kubota-Leopoldt 
p-adic L-functions as limits of Stickelberger elements. 
We have recently shown [lo] that for an elementary abelian group G of 
order Ik, the class group CI(ZG) of the integral group ring ZG is annihilated 
by a “k-dimensional” Stickelberger ideal Y in the integral group ring ZC, 
where C = C,(I) is a non-split Cartan subgroup in Aut G z GI,(F,). (That is, 
C z (F,,)‘.) In this paper we prove an independent, but complementary 
result-a class number formula: 
) Cl(ZG)l = [ZC : 3-1 if 1=2 
and 
ICl(ZG)- I= [ZC- : 2-1 if I is odd, 
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where the minus sign refers to the odd (skew-symmetric) part with respect to 
the action of the canonical involution r: c k 6-l of G (which is an element 
of C). For k = 1, this reduces, by Rim’s theorem [ 121, to Iwasawa’s formula 
in the special case of U&u,), where ,u[ is the group of Ith roots of 1. In 
Section 3 we consider possible generalizations to group rings of Iwasawa’s 
formula for Q(u,,). 
The Stickelberger ideal X, defined in Section 1, belongs to the same 
family as one introduced by Kubert and Lang [6] in the group ring ZC(N), 
where C(N) = C,(N) is a nonsplit (and unramified) Cartan subgroup of 
G1,(Z/N). By analogy with the numbering system of [ 11, .P is a zeroth 
Stickelberger ideal (related to the Bernoulli polynomial B,(x)) while that of 
Kubert and Lang is a first Stickelberger ideal (related to B,(x)). 
The class number formula, proved in Section 2, is obtained by putting 
together results of Iwasawa, Friihlich, and Kubert and Lang. Iwasawa’s 
formula applies directly to give (C&l)- 1, where /1 is the maximal order of 
QG, in terms of the index of the classical (one-dimensional) Stickelberger 
ideal. The problem is thereby reduced to relating ] D(ZG)- 1, where D(ZG) is 
the kernel of the change-of-rings map Cr(ZG) + U(A), to the index of the k- 
dimensional Stickelberger ideal in the one-dimensional. An explicit formula 
for ]D(ZG)- ] was obtained by Friihlich [3], and results of Kubert and Lang 
[ 71 enable us to compare the one and k-dimensional Stickelberger ideals. 
1. THE STICKELBERGER IDEAL 
Let G = (Z/ln)(k), the direct sum of k cyclic groups of order l”, 1 prime. 
Let R be the ring of integers in the unramified extension of Q, of degree k. 
Then the additive group of R/l” is isomorphic to G, and the choice of such 
an isomorphism induces an embedding of the multiplicative group (R/l”)x 
into Aut G = GI,(Z/I”). The image C = C,(P) is uniquely determined up to 
conjugacy in Aut G. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. (a) Let 8 = e,(P) = C,,,, t(r)r-‘, where for y E C, 
t(y) = t&) is the least non-negative residue mod I” of the trace of y (as a 
matrix in Gl,(Z/l”)). 
(b) Let X =9;,(P) = ZC - O/l” n ZC. 
We call 0 and Y the Stickelberger element and ideal, respectively. 
Now C acts as a group of automorphisms of G, hence of EG and also of 
the class group Cl(ZG). Writing Cl(ZG) multiplicatively and the action of 
ZC exponentially, we obtained in [lo] the following 
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(1.2) THEOREM. rf G is elementary abelian, Cl(ZG) F = 1. 
If 1 is odd, let r = - 1 E C. Then rg = g- ’ for all g E G. For any ZC- 
module A, the odd part A - of A is the kernel of r + 1 acting on A. The main 
result of this paper is: 
(1.3) THEOREM. If G is elementary abelian, then 
ICl(ZG)-I= [ZC- :X-l if 1 is odd 
and 
lCl(ZG)I = [ZC : Y-1 if 1=2. 
The proof does not depend on Theorem (1.2), but some facts about the 
Stickelberger ideal which are proved in [ 101 will be used. 
2. METHOD AND PROOF 
Let G be elementary abelian. We embed C, = C,(I) = GI,(Z/I) as scalars 
in C = C,(/) G GI,(Z/I) ( corresponding to the natural inclusion IF: + ff;). 
This gives an inclusion ZC, + ZC. Let 8, = 19,(l) and S, = S,(I). Then we 
may regard 8,) S,, 6, and X as contained in ZC. 
Let A be the maximal order of cGnG. The kernel group D(ZG) is defined 
(see [2]) by the canonical exact sequence 
l-, D(EG) -+ CI(ZG) -, Cl(A) -+ 1 
The following three propositions s&ice to prove Theorem (1.3): 
(2.1) 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. If 1 is odd, the following sequence is exact: 
1 --t D(ZG)- -+ Cl(ZG)- -, Cl(A)- + 1 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. 
and 
Icl(A)-I = [zc- : (,p;.zc)-] if 1 is odd 
ICl(A)l= [ZC:Y-,ZC]= 1 if 1=2. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. 
and 
ID(ZG)-) = [(9;ZC)- : S-1 if 1 is odd 
ID(ZG)J = [s; ZC : 9-I if 1=2. 
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Proof of (2.2). It suffices to check exactness locally at primes of Z. 
Localization, being exact, preserves kernels and hence odd parts. Thus we 
may first localize (2.1) and then take odd parts. Moreover, taking odd parts 
is exact on groups of odd order, so it suffices to check exactness at p = 2. 
But by [2] D(ZG) is an I-group, so locally, (2.1) becomes CI(ZG), = C/(/i), 
and hence CI(ZG); = Cl(A);. 
Proof of (2.3). Now A g Z x (Z[p,])“‘, where c = (rk - 1)/(1- 1) = 
[C : C,]. If 1= 2, evidently ]Cl(/i)( = 1 while ZC, = Z = Z . 4 n Z = S,, so 
[ZC : <P, ZC] = 1. If 1 is odd, then, as a subgroup of C, C, acts as 
Gal(Q@,)/Q) on each factor Z [pl] of A. Hence ]Cl(A)- I= (h;)C, where h; 
is the first factor of the class number of Z[p,]. But ZC is a free ZC,-module 
of rank c=[C:C,], so Y,ZCZ.Y~’ and [ZC- : (S, ZC)-] = 
[ZC; : S;]‘. But by Iwasawa’s class number formula [4], 
[ZC; : S;] = h; so the result follows. 
From the foregoing, one sees that the aspect of Theorem (1.3) which is 
new is the result stated in Proposition (2.4). 
Proof of (2.4). We proceed by computing both sides of the equations. 
Fortunately, much of the hard work has already been done. In particular, 
Frohlich has computed the left-hand sides. In [2], ]D(ZG)( is computed for 
I= 2, and in [3], ]D(ZG)- ] is computed for 1 odd (and G an arbitrary 
abelian I-group). For G elementary abelian of order Ik, and c = [C : C,] = 
(rk - 1)/(1- l), the results are 
where 
and 
where 
or 
ID(ZG)- I= lM for I odd, P-5) 
4M=3k+ (/! 1) ~ {(k- l)rk+‘- (k+3)fk+1+3} 
=k(P+3)-(l+3)*c 
ID( = 2L for I= 2, 
L=(k-4)2k-‘+k+2 
2L = k(2k + 2) - 4 . c. 
It remains only to compute the right-hand sides in (2.4). For this purpose, 
we could apply results of [7] (as corrected-see below). The following proof, 
inspired by the methods of that paper, seems more direct. 
We first claim that 
e=p,e,, (2.6) 
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where 
p,= x y-’ for x=0, l,..., I- 1. 
)‘EC 
f(y)=x 
For, if 6 E C, and y E C, then t(6y) = t,(b)t(y) (mod I), so if t,(s) =x, then 
p, = S-‘/I,. Thus, clearly, 
1-l 
e= x t(y)y-‘= r xp, 
)‘EC x=1 
= c t,(J) * S-‘/3, =e,p,. 6EC, 
Now, multiplication by /Ii is a linear transformation on QC whose deter- 
minant is n&3,), where the product is over all characters K of C (extended 
by linearity to QC). We will show that this determinant is non-zero and is a 
power of 1 by computing the x(/3,). 
Let x be a character of C and x1 = xl,-,. Denote by Sh) and S(x,) the 
usual Gauss sums associated to multiplicative characters of the finite fields 
IF,, and IF,. In particular (see [8, p. 4]), 
Sk)S&) = Px(-1) 
Sc;r) = -1 
if x is non-trivial, 
if x is trivial, 
(2.7) 
and similarly for Sk,) with k = 1. 
We compute 
Similarly, 
so if x is non-trivial and xl is trivial, 
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Also, if x, is non-trivial, xv,) = 0 ( since S/I,, =& for all 6 E C,). Combining 
these results, we obtain 
XVI) = Rwsti, 1 
= -S(j)/1 
=/k-l 
so applying (2.7) we obtain 
if x, is non-trivial 
if x is non-trivial, x, trivial 
if 1 is trivial 
x(P,Lm,) = lk-’ 
= lk-2 
if x, non-trivial 
if x non-trivial, x, trivial P-8) 
= /2’k- I) if x is trivial. 
Hence xv,) # 0 for all x and from “det p,” we obtain, in particular 
[ZC : /3,ZC]* = Z~,X(/?~)~(J,) = a power of 1. 
It follows that [0, ZC : @Cl = [e, ZC : 8,(j.?, ZC)] is a power of 1. 
Next we show that S, ZC I> X and [Xi ZC : X] is a power of 1. 
Recall that X = ZC(O/l)n ZC. Also, since ZC is a free ZC,-module, 
.x, zc = zc(e,/l) f-7 zc. But zc . (e/i) E zc(e,p) since e =p, e,, SO 
Y G S,Zc. Also, clearly, ZC . (e/l) I> X I> ZC . 0 SO [S : 0ZC] is a 
power of 1 (and similarly [S, ZC : 8, ZC]). Hence [S; ZC : Y-1 is a power of 
1. Moreover, if 1 is odd, taking kernels of multiplication by r + 1 we see 
[(&zc)- : s-1 is a power of 1, which we write: 
[(Jyzc)- :.P-] = [(.&zc)- :X-l,, (2.9) 
where [A : B], is the l-power part of [A : B]. 
Now suppose 1 is odd and let E- = (1 - r)/2. If A is any ZC-ideal, 
[E-A : A-] is a power of 2. Consequently, for any a E QC, [(aA)- : a . A-] 
is a power of 2. (For [a(&-A) : a . A-] is a power of 2 and 
a(&-A) = c-(d) 2 (aA)- 2 a. A-.) 
Thus [ (aA)- : a . A -1, = 1, a fact which we shall use repeatedly. 
It is well known (e.g., see [4] that x,(B,)#O whenever x, is odd 
I;.;., x,(-l) = -1). Th us x(0) =&?,)xi(t?,) # 0 whenever x is odd 
* *, x(r) = -1). Thus (0. QC)- = (e,QC)- = (6X)-. Moreover, 
[(8,ZC)- : (eZC)-],= [(8,ZC)- :/I,(f?,ZC)-I,. Computing the determinant 
of multiplication by j3i on (6X)-, we find by (2.8) (noting that x odd implies 
x, non-trivial) 
[(e,zc)- : (e~c)-]2=n,.,,xcB,)~~l)= (ik-*)(~‘-? (2.10) 
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Analogously, if I= 2, C, = 1 and 0, = 1, so 0 = /3,. Moreover, for each 
character x of C, x, is trivial. Hence, from (2.8), we find 
[zc : &c]‘= (2k-2)(2’-2’22’k-l’. (2.10’) 
To complete the computation, we must compute [Y- : @‘C-l, and 
[,P; : @,ZC;], when 1 is odd and [X : @Cl when I= 2. An analogous 
computation appears in [4]. To imitate it, we need an additional property of 
.P from [lo]. 
Since G is an abelian group on which C acts, it is a ZC-module. In fact, G 
is an irreducible ZC-module (interpret G and C as the additive and 
multiplicative groups of F,,, respectively) and so we have an exact sequence: 
O-+d+ZC+G+O, (2.11) 
where J/ = Ann,,G. We prove in [lo] that 
Thus, if I is odd 
.P = d . (e/l). (2.12) 
Now 
[zc- :X-I,= [zc- :d-lI[d- : (e/r). d-1,. 
[d- : (e/l) . d-1, = ~-(+l)‘~[vsp- : e-d-1, 
= z-(+*)‘*[zc- : ezc-I,. 
Since G is an l-group, the argument used in the proof of (2.2) when applied 
to the sequence (2.11) shows that 
[ZC- : d-1 = IG- 1. 
But G = G- by definition of r so [ZC- : J-1 = Ik. Combining these results, 
we obtain 
[y- : 8 . z-1, = pU- I)O-k. (2.13) 
Applying this with k = 1, we see 
p-p- : elzc-I,= p-; : e,zc;]f= (P-~)-) (2.14) 
where, as before, c = [C : C,] = (Ik - 1)/Q - 1). Finally, combining (2.9), 
(2.10), (2.13), and (2.14), we obtain 
[(X,ZC)- : .P-] = P, (2.15) 
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where 
= k(lk + 3) - (1+ 3)~. 
Comparing this with (2.5), we have the desired result for 1 odd. 
Analogously, if I = 2 we obtain 
[S, zc : f-1 = [ZC : S] = [EC : Ld][d : (0/2).5d]. 
Now 
[d : (6y2)Jd] = 2-‘2yd : 8 - d] 
= 2-‘*k-“[zc : 8. ZC] 
and [ZC : M’] = 2k, so we get from (2.10’) 
[9;ZC:X]=2~ 
2L = 2k - 2[2k - I] + [(k - 2)(2k - 2) + 2(k - 1)] 
= k(2k + 2) - 4c. 
(2.15’) 
From (2.5), the result now follows. 
Correction. The printed versions in [7] of Corollary 2 and Theorem 2.2 
on which it is based need minor corrections. In the notation of [7], the right- 
hand side of the equation in Theorem 2.2 should have the additional factor 
’ (c/N)’ and in Corollary 2, (c/N) - m. In addition, the expression Sr&) 
appearing in these equations is the standard Gauss sum formed with the 
standard additive character x N eznfUc, where c is the conductor of xX. In 
particular, if x3 is trivial (i.e., c = 1) then S&r) must be interpreted as +l. 
If, moreover, when xs is trivial, the Bernoulli number B,,,,; is taken as 
+ l/2 (which is consistent with the notation) there is no need to exclude the 
case xr trivial and m = 1 in Corollary 2. (That the original statement of 
Corollary 2 is incorrect may be seen by taking N= m = k = 2 and x a non- 
trivial character on C(2).) 
3. FURTHER REMARKS 
Theorem (1.3) does not generalize to the case G = (Z/i*)(li’ even in the 
case k = 1. A closer analogy to the cyclotomic situation is obtained if we 
consider a certain quotient of ZG. Specifically, let H be the elementary 
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abelian subgroup of G of order lk. Then we obtain the decomposition 
QG z Q(G/H) x A, where A = QG/e,,QG and e, = I-k CosHa. Then 
A z tUj~,n)(~), where c = [C,(P) : C,(P)]. In fact, one easily sees that as a Q- 
algebra, A is a Galois extension of Q with Galois group C,(P). To make the 
notation more suggestive, let p ‘,.“I denote the image of G under the surjection 
QG + A. Then A = Q[pl.“‘] and the image of ZG in A is the Z-order Z [&‘I. 
When k = 1, Z [,H~,!‘] z Z [,u,“], so one suspects that C1(Z[,@]) is a better 
candidate for generalization of Iwasawa’s formula than Cf(ZG) at least for 
odd 1. Indeed, when n = 1, we have 
(3.1) THEOREM. For I odd, if.7 =Xk(I) and C = C,(Z), then 
(a) CI(Z [pi”‘]) 7 = 1, and 
(b) ICI(Z[pik’])-I = [ZC- : S-1. 
Proof: The first assertion (a) is a trivial consequence of (1.2) since 
CI(.Z[,UU~~‘]) is a quotient of CI(ZG). To show (b), consider the fibre product 
diagram for ZG arising from the decomposition QG z Q X A (note that 
G/H= 1). We get, as in [ll]: 
ZG - .Z [pi”‘] 
1 I 
n - n/P 
and hence we have the Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
(Z/lk)X -, Cf(ZG)+ Cl(Z) x Cl(Z[pjk’])+ 1. 
Since the fibre product respects the action of C, where C acts trivially on Z 
and Z/lk, so does the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. The image of (Z/lk)X is 
contained in the even part of CI(ZG), so CI(ZG)- z C+?[P~“‘])-. 
In case I = 2, difficulties arise with this approach. Indeed, one can show 
that ICI(EG)) = 2k-2 ICI(Z[P:~‘])) for k>, 2 when 1= 2, by investigating the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence more closely. (One must show that the only units 
of Z [&“)I are l ,u$~).) 
For 1 odd, note that Theorem (3.1) remains valid if 1 is replaced by I” 
when k = 1. In fact, it can be shown that (3.1) (a) also remains valid if 
k > 1. In addition, (3.1) (b) remains valid for k > 1, provided the definition 
of Y is ‘modified (as in [ 131) when 1 is replaced by I”. Details will appear 
elsewhere. 
As a final comment, we remarked earlier that X is a zeroth Stickelberger 
ideal in ZC, related to the Bernoulli numbers B,,X,k. Kubert and Lang utilize 
a first Stickelberger ideal, related to BZ,X,k, in the case k = 2 to describe the 
group of cuspidal divisor classes in the field of level 1” modular functions 
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(and more generally level N). One may speculate on a possible relationship 
between that group of cuspidal divisor classes and K,(Z [,@]) (cf. [ 11). 
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